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1 of 1 review helpful Let God worry about the details By Dr Maggie The second book in the Rose Estate Series This is 
a quick read and continues to share the story of those who live at Rose Estate Savannah and Matthew are to be married 
and Colleen may or may not attend It depends upon her state of mind and willingness to join in the celebration It also 
depends upon Colleen s ability to hide her newly found friend and kee In Savannah the first book in the Rose Estate 
Series we are introduced to Colleen and a few of her quirky ways Living in the dark shadows of the old house and 
protected by all who know and love her Colleen is left to live as she wishes She develops a world that belongs only to 
her However in Colleen the second book in this series we learn that God has other plans for her and as He begins to 
call her out of the darkness and into the light her world becomes unp 
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